Westlaw International offers you a collection of primary and secondary sources relating to Oil & Gas including primary law, legal analysis, and litigation materials. Familiar Westlaw commands enable you to work efficiently ensuring you find what you are looking for even when researching unfamiliar materials. Further, industry leading search and linking technologies, 24/7 research assistance, and more ensure you find it faster. The Oil & Gas subscription keeps you up to date and in the know on the latest trends and developments.

**Key Features**

- Federal energy cases
- Multistate energy cases
- West’s® Maritime Law Highlights – the latest trends and developments in maritime law
- Real property forms (CA, FL, OK, PA, TX)
- Leading industry news sources for the energy industry
- Key journals and law reviews on the topics that matter to you

See reverse for the content highlights. Your account manager can supply you with the complete, current list.

**Contact us for more information:**

**CALL** 0800 028 2200 (UK) or +44 207 449 1110 (International)

**EMAIL** customer.service@westlaw.co.uk or VISIT westlawinternational.com
Content Includes

ADMMARL  Schoenbaum’s Admiralty and Maritime Law
ADPRENERGY  SeeNews Renewables
ADWATCH  A&D Watch
AMEIBANKING  AME Info-Banking
AMEIENERGY  AME Info-Energy, Oil, and Gas
AMGAS  American Gas
APSGMT  APS Review Gas Market Trends
APSOMT  APS Review Oil Market Trends
ASIAELEC  Asian Electricity
ASIANOILGAS  Asian Oil and Gas
ASIANPOWER  Asian Power
AUSTLPIPEL  Australian Pipeliner
BMNIA-OILGAS  Business Monitor News Industry Alerts-Oil and Gas
BNAMERICASSP  BNamericas.com (Spanish)
CEURENERGYWK  Central Europe Energy Weekly
CHINAENERGYW  Interfax China Energy Newswire
COALTRADER  Coal Trader
COALTRADERINT  Coal Trader International
CTF-BT  California Transactions Forms-Business Transactions
CTPIPELINE  CT’s Pipeline
CUSTINFO  Westlaw Customer Information
DCEN-CS  District of Columbia Energy Cases
DOEDOCS  Energy Department Documents
ELECPOWERDLY  Electric Power Daily
ELUTW  Electric Utility Week
ENECON  Energy Economist
ENERGYDAILYS  Energy Daily’s Clean Energy Update
ENERGYEEUR  Energy in East Europe
ENERGYLJ  Energy Law Journal
ENERGYMGR  Energy Manager
ENERGYTRADER  Energy Trader
ENGYJ  Energy Journal
ENGYJAB  Energy Journal
ENNEWS  Energy News
ENRCYCLECF  Energy and Electricity Forecast
ENREOPTMNWS  Energy Optimization News
EPADOCS  Environmental Protection Agency Documents
EUGASMKT  European Gas Markets
EUROIL  Eurol
FEN-CS  Federal Energy-Cases
FERDCDOCS  Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Documents
FIREHOUSE  Firehouse
FL-RPLF  Florida Jur Legal and Business-Real Property
FOSTNGRPT  Foster Natural Gas Report
GASPROCREP  Gas Processors Report
GASUR  Gas Utility Report
GASWINTL  Gas World International
GOODRICH-RP  Pennsylvania: Goodrich Amram: Real Property
HYDROPROC  Hydrocarbon Processing
INDUSMINFT  Industrial Minerals (Full Text)
INFERCGMR  Inside FERC’s Gas Market Report
INFRASTRTDAY  Infrastructure Today
INFX-PETRO  Interfax: Petroleum Report
INSEGYEXTRA  Inside Energy EXTRA
INSIDEFERC  Inside FERC
INTGAS  International Gas Report
INTLPETFIN  International Petroleum Finance
JTRANSENG  Journal of Transportation Engineering
MARITIME  Law of Maritime Personal Injuries
MEN-CS  Multistate Energy Cases
NEFTTRADE  Neft Trader
NEW  New West Products-Westlaw, Books, CD-ROM Libraries
NITROGEN  Nitrogen and Syngas
NRCDOCS  Nuclear Regulatory Commission Documents
NUCLEARPTDY  Nuclear Power Today
OILDAILY  Oil Daily
OILGASAGAZETTE  Oil and Gas Gazette (ABIX Abstracts)
OILGASINWK  Oil and Gas Investor This Week
OILGASJ  Oil and Gas Journal
OILSIR  Oil Spill Intelligence Report
PETREV  Petroleum Review
PETROECMST  Petroleum Economist
PETROLEUM  Petroleum Intelligence Weekly
PIPEGASTECH  Pipeline and Gas Technology
PIPLINEPO  Pipeline Plant and Offshore
POWERTODAY  Power Today
PROJECTFIN  Project Finance
PTRMNY  Petromoney
PWRUK  Power UK
RENEWENCYRP  Renewable Energy Report
RMMLF-INST  Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Foundation Institute
RUSCISENRYD  Russia and CIS Energy Daily
RUSCISENRYN  Russia and CIS Energy Newswire
SPISIOILGAS  Standard & Poor’s Industry Surveys: Oil and Gas
SUMMERSOIL  Summers Oil and Gas
TELCOMSTECF  Telecoms and Technology Forecast
TXFORMS-RP  Texas Forms: Real Property
TXPRAC-RP  Texas Practice Series: Real Property
UNDERCONST  Underground Construction
UPIENERGYR  UPI Energy Resources
VRNP-OKFORM  Oklahoma Forms: Real Property (Vernon’s)
WLDIOIL  World Oil
WRLDCMDYPROF  World Commodity Profiles
WTH-MRT  Westlaw Topical Highlights-Maritime Law